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Hey, Gorby ... Peace & Love, Dude. 
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MacKinnon Speaks to Law School. 
By Steve Chalk and Jim Johnson 
The topic of her lecture had not been 
announced ahead of time. S till. every seat 
in HonigmanAuditorium (Room 100 Hutch-
ins Hall) was occupied. Extra chairs were 
brought ln. And about flfty people had to 
stand to hear Professor Catharine MacKin-
non In her fus t address to the entire law 
school. 
Thursday night's address was the first 
of the "Critical Perspectives Lecture Series" 
sponsored by the National Lawyers Guild 
and the Law School. The series of six 
lectures by six different lecturers Is pat-
terned on the Critical Legal S tudies Lec-
ture Series of two years ago, and Is In-
tended to bring to the law school points of 
view not usually found In class. 
Professor MacKinnon chose as the topic 
of her address the fail ure of current Four-
teenth Amendment thinking to provide 
women with equal protection of the laws. 
and proposed a new approach to defining 
·equal protection of the laws.· 
MacKinnon pointed out that sex Is 
covered by current equal protection doc-
trine only by analogy to race. The approach 
when analyzing Issues of race has been to 
compare the treatment of similarly situ-
ated Blacks to whites. 
When dealing with the treatment, this 
approach provides for equal treatment of 
women only when they can meet the white 
male s tandard. This results In the Jaw's 
inability to address the real dtJTerences 
between men and women ln the areas of 
sex and reproduction. MacKinnon said. defintng the relationship of the woman to 
"Why should one have to be like whHe the fetus. "Is Is like oil In the ground or fish 
men to get what they have. when they don't tn the ·sea .. . ?"she asked. 
have to be anything but themselves?" "[A fetus) has got to be something men 
MacKinnon asked. She attributed that either have or are - hence. either a body 
treatment to the fact that women were part or a person.· But a fetus is not a body 
denied the opportunity to frame legal Is- part. she said. because no body part Is 
sues. created from a social relationship. "!And 
· "Law developed when women were not the woman lis whole with it or wiU10ut it.· 
allowed to read and write. much less vote.· MacKinnon said that fetus personhood 
she said. Thus. MacKinnon said, the law's Is not a biological fact, but rather a social 
effort to treat men and women as physi- an<11'egal construct. 
cally the same had to presuppose a social C:."Jill;fy_s Is a unique kind of whole.· 
equality as well. "The point was to apply she ~~y V J 
Jaw to women as tf women were citizens.· Accordin~~-non, one danger 
she said. ~~ lvie~ fetu~ ndent life Is 
MacKinnon used the debate over ab&Jj I) i/~lfeV}.SfW~J:!- e fj'~_p!rson. It 
tion as an example of how men have mls- tJif w~a~ ~Jghts ihlfl women.· 
She noted that fetal personhood Is only 
Important when the Interests of the woman 
and of the fetus diverge. 
MacKinnon said the fetus should not 
be ignored In the debate, but rather that 
society should seek "programs that care for 
the fetus through cartng for the women.· 
Otherwise. abortion for women will con-
tinue to take or. a sadly Ironic twist. 
"However difficult an abortion decision 
may be.· MacKinnon said. "It provides a 
moment of power" In a life that otherwise 
has few of them. 
During a question and answer period, 
MacKinnon was asked by a first-year stu-
dent to comment on the legal doctrine In 
rape Jaw that It is a valid defense for the 
See MACKINNON, Page Five 
conceptuallzed an Issue they do not under- • U,.<:--
stan~e legalsystem has had ahardtime Su ¥ Suggests Most 
Profeasor MacKinnon Thuriday night. 
3L's Have Job Offers 
By James S. Johnson 
Last week. TheResGestaeasked third-
year students to answer a survey about job 
offers resulting from swnmer work. The 
results show an employment market that 
may be softer than In prior years, but still 
much more vital than rumors floating 
around Room 200 would indicate. 
Room 100 'Disappears' 
The survey asked thlrd-years whether 
they had worked for law ftrms the summer 
after first year and the summer after sec-
ond year. It also asked whether they had 
received any offers of a permanent job from 
their summer employers, and how they 
had responded to any offers given. 
Twenty-one third-year students re-
sponded to the survey. One response was 
eUminated (the person had not filled out 
the questionnaire completely enough to 
convey any useful information). leaving 20 
responses (about 5% of the class). 
worked for law firms both summers were 
much more likely to receive offers . The 
percentage of students receiving offers was 
50% when working only one summer for a 
law firm. while the percentage rose to 93% 
when working for law ftrms both summers. 
This disparity Is greater than could be 
explained solely by one group's having two 
opportunities to receive an offer. However. 
due to the limited response to the survey (4 
with one summer's experience. 14 with two 
summers' experience). the data can only 
suggest an area of Inquiry. 
Students were also asked to Identify 
areas where they had worked. The desire 
was to see whether certain geographic areas 
were less likely to produce job offers. 
Because of the limited size of the response. 
no meantngful data was obtained. Stu-
dents were also asked to Identify whether 
or not they had received an offer of a 
clerkship. No students responding had 
received a clerkship, pointing to a possible 
weakness In the representativeness of the 
survey. rather than set out positive find-
Ings. 
By Steve Chalk 
Contrary to popular optnlon. Room 
100 Hutchins Hall is no longer the hub of 
activity at the law school - because Room 
100, as s uch, no longer exists. 
On April 23. 1990. the law school 
dedicated Room 100 to Jason Hontgman. 
'26. According to the Law Quadrangle 
Notes. Vol 34, No. 2. Dean Lee Bollinger 
told those In attendance at the dedication 
that "As a graduate of (this) school. Jason 
HonJgroan has carried the school with him 
and added luster to Its name and to Its 
Importance in the world.· 
A plaque In front ofHonlgman Audito-
rium now advertises the dedication, but 
apparently many In the law school commu-
nity are not yet aware of the name change. 
Anne Knott. Director of Major Gifts for the 
law school. said "I've had a really hard time 
persuading people that It's now called the 
Hontgman Auditorium.· 
Honlgman was born In Russia In 1904. 
and graduated Order of the Coif, having 
served as editor of the Michigan Law Re-
view. He was a fou nding partner ofHonlg-
man MHier Schwartz and Cohn of Detroit. 
The dedication. according to the Quad-
rangle. primarily was meant to honor 
Honlgroan's Important role as·a scholar of 
state law. 
He served as commissioner for the 
National Commission for Uniform Laws 
(1963-66). and as chair of Michigan's Law 
Revision Commission (1967-80). Honl.g-
man also received an honorary L.L.D. from 
the Jaw school in 1969. 
In a 1969letter from Charles W. Joiner 
to Wllllam Rehnquls t, the former noted 
that "(Hontgman) has demonstrated the 
kind of public commitment to the Improve-
ment of law and the process of admlnister-
lng justice that Is equalled by no one." 
Unfortunately. Honlgman was In ail-
Ing health at the time of the April dedica-
tion. "With a great effort. he was able to 
make some remarks.· Knott said. Hontg-
man died earlier this fall. 
Of the students responding. 15 (75%) 
had received job offers while 5 (25%) had 
not 
Included tn those not receiving offers 
were two students (10%) who had not 
worked for a law firm In either the summer 
after fust or second year. This leaves only 
3 out of the 18 students who had worked 
for Jaw firms not receiving an offer of a job 
upon graduation. Thus, 83% of the third-
year class who could expect to get a job 
offer did. 
The survey showed that of the stu-
dents receiving offers. only a third (5 out of 
15) have accepted any offer. SIXty percent 
(9 out of 15) have not yet decided what to 
do. Only 1 out of 15 had declined all offers 
received. 
The survey suggested that people who 
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Put Your 
Books Back on 
the Shelves! 
Dead Babies can't put things on the shelves 
Dead Babies can't take care of themselves 
·ALice Cooper 
To LOOK AT RooM 200, a person would 
think that slovenliness is an important attrUr 
ute to those striving to become lawyers. By 
mid-afternoon every day, there are dozens of 
books piled up on the tables. 
The books are those that hold the informa-
tion on the firms interviewing. They accumu-
late on the tables as students pull them down 
from the shelves and then fall to res helve them 
before going off to their encounter with the 
interviewer. 
It is not a difficult task to put the books 
back on the shelves. Like virtually all law 
books, these books have big numbers on them. 
Some have suggested that this inability 
may be caused by lawyers discomfort with 
numbers. After all, we chose law school to get 
away from numbers, didn't we? 
But we are good with numbers when we 
want to be. We know how to find the books 
when they are on the shelves. And we know 
how to count billable hours. 
What our piggishness stems from ls a belief 
that we are too important to do something as 
menial as reshelving books. Surely there must 
be "help" whose job it is to clean up after us. 
Well, there isn't. If we do not keep Room 
200 clean, no one will. 
We spend much time and effort mu ing our-
selves look good for our interviews. We have 
worked hard on our resumes. We come to 
Hutchins Hall dressed to impress. And yet we 
do nothing to keep the space that the inter-
viewers use habitable. 
Consider what the interviewers are looking 
for. They are looking for people to come work 
in their finn library, either for the summer, or 
forever. After they see what we do to Room 
200, do you think they will be more eager or 
less eager to hire Michigan law students to 
come to their finn and do the same? 
J .S.J. 
"Okay, it's all settled. Kaatu gets lhe wheel, Oona keeps lhe cave, and 
custody of linle Woogums here goes to 
whoever loses lhe coin toss." 
===Letter to the Editor ===================================================== 
Students Should Stand Together 
To the Editor: 
Durtng the civil rights movement of the Fifties and 
SlxtJes. the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King. J r .. ln 
acknowledging whites who s upported and participated in 
the movement stated what they all knew to be true: that 
their moral fate was Inextricably bound to the success of 
the struggle of African-Americans to be treated as equals 
and to acquire remedies for past injus tice and violence. 
I suggest the same Is true for heterosexual law stu-
dents as our lesbian and gay classmates struggle to make 
the Jaw school community recognize that organizations 
which discriminate against them because of their lifestyle 
have no more place here than those who would discrimi-
nate against people of color, women. Jews or other histori-
cally oppressed groups. It is bard for me to understand 
why the presence of recruiters for the armed forces ln 
Room 200, our sanctum sanctorum, has not been mel with 
See TOGETHER, Page Three 
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Opinion .. 
A Partial Defense of the Military 
To the Editor: 
We write with reluctance to respond to 
criticisms levelled against the United States 
Armed Forces In both The Res Gestae edi-
torial of October 10 and the letter to the 
editor of October 3 entitled "Military's Dis-
crimination Inexcusable.· Our hesitation 
stems from a fear that readers shall only 
give cursory attention to the defense of the 
military's arguments In order to find the 
letter's conclusion , thus discovering the 
agenda of the writers. However, we are 
confident that thoughtful readers shall 
demonstrate greater faith and consider the 
challenges offered in these arguments based 
on their merit. 
The reasons supporting the military's 
general exclusion of homosexuals based 
on sexual orientation may only be de-
fended in so far as the military excludes 
them from service in field combatant units. 
The distinction between exclusion from the 
general military and that from field com-
batant units recognizes the logical conclu-
sions which the military's persuasive rea-
soning shall necessitate. We have disre-
garded the arguments of the military that 
we find fal.laclous. 
The military may coherently pursue 
such exclusionary policies based on two 
reasonable considerations. The first Is that 
the military combatant units endure mini-
mal privacy in dangerous field conditions 
which subject soldiers to degradingly Inti-
mate associations with other members of 
the unit. These circumstances shall possi-
bly require soldiers to live without ordered 
sleeping arrangements, private showers, 
and the accommodations of other neces-
sary human functions. According to our 
Information, this reason forms the basis 
for the Navy's prohibition of women serving 
on submartnes and the Army's policy pre-
venting women from serving In combat 
arms branches which perform active field 
operations. These distinctions rest on the 
perspective that forcing people who may 
sexually attract each other to live together 
continuously In profoundly Intimate cir-
cumstances is both unfairly Intrus ive and 
burdensome. This argument extends rea-
sonably to dividing men from women In 
such close confines and to requlrlng homo-
sexuals to avoid such service. 
One possible response to this argu-
ment attempts to compare this segregation 
or.excluslon to the historical policies of the 
military. In which were enacted such pro-
v1slons based on the race or ethniclty of 
those eligible for service. The military 
pursued these policies based on Its objec-
tive to preserve the chain of command and 
eliminate hostilities between the soldiers. 
Such gravely objectionable discrimination 
facilitates the unreasonable nature of sol-
dier hostility based on physical character-
istics. Rather than accommodate such 
bigoted behavior, the military may now 
reasonably demand that soldiers who sexu-
ally attract each other not serve in circum-
stances of minimal privacy. 
The military's second argument builds 
on the different nature of sexual and famil-
Ial associations as compared to friendship. 
Heterosexual relationships, homosexual 
relationships, and the relationships w:lt.'lln 
a family establish attachments of a higher 
order than the bonds of friendship. Sol-
diers become friends within a military 
conte.xt and generally recognize the limita-
tions of the friendship in deference to 
command. rank. and order. In contrast. 
highest-ordered attachments often shall 
reasonably transcend command even if 
established within the military framework. 
The military hopes to reduce this develop-
ment lr. the Interest of maintaining effi-
cient and obedient deference to proper 
commands. The entire foundation of the 
military relies on this kind of order. 
These arguments recognize the rea-
sonable human attachments that soldiers 
form, and attempt to mitigate the possibil-
Ity that such relationships shall compete 
with military command. The exclusion of 
homosexuals from combatant units and 
the division of men from women In those 
field-active units shares this goal and rests 
on a reasonable understanding of human 
nature. 
Clearly these arguments do not sup-
port the general exclusion which the mili-
tary now enforces. For the exclusion of 
homosexuals from combatant units may 
rest on reasonable and coherent principles: 
the military need not rely on the bankrupt 
arguments that It fears homosexuals as 
security risks or that soldiers do not re-
spect officers of a homosexual orientation 
because of visceral hatred or fear. 
Christopher Hair (1 L) 
Eric Restuccla (1 U 
Legal Discussions Need Hu~nan Touch 
By John Ogilvie 
Last week in Professor Westen's Crimi-
nal Law course we studied rape. I'm glad we 
did. Before I came to law school, I thought 
Law was just a complicated set of rules. 
Summer courses in Contracts and Civil 
Procedure opened my eyes a bit by making 
me realize that the rules change, and that 
different people can reasonably argue which 
ru.Ies apply to a given set of facts. But when 
I started my second semester. I still thought 
of Law as the reasoned application of stat-
ute and precedent to dlfTerent fact situ-
ations. 
Then we started talking about rape. 
I've just begun to sort through what was 
said and fel t. I've tried unsuccessfuL'y to 
think of an analogy that captures what 
rape means to women, to put It In terms 
that will drive Its horror home to men. 
Nothing I can think of Is as pervasive, as 
personal, as bitter. and unjus t. 
However, a dlfTerent analogy did occur 
to me, and I think It's a step In the right 
direction. Law Is like surgery. Our surgical 
•tools" are Ideas like mens rea and retribu-
Uvism. our surglcal"technlques· are meth-
ods of analysis like "choosing the relevant 
facts", "distinguishing cases·, and ·sepa-
rating holdings from dicta· . And Jaw stu-
dents practice on prev1ously decided cases 
and hypotheticals just as medical students 
practice on cadavers and models (students 
should make their major mistakes on 
somethir:g that's beyond further damage). 
During surgery. the patient is deper-
sonalized. He is anesthetized. All parts of 
hls form except the focus of the operation 
are draped: In many cases, his face is 
hidden from the surgeon. Even his visible 
Together 
Continued from Page Two 
the outrage that I assume would occur lf 
the law firm that represents David Duke 
and his so-called "National Association for 
the Advancement ofWhlte People" came to 
recruit. 
The Lesbian and Gay Law Students 
Association has appealed to our reason 
and even our patriotism, but has been met 
with upturned hands and a shrug of the 
shoulders by the Jaw school administra-
tion. and a group of regents who refuse to 
condemn an open.ly homophobic member. 
It appears to me that our authority figures 
have falled us. It Is left to us. then, to make 
it clear to the Jaw school community, the 
wtder university community. and our fu-
ture employers that such discrimination Is 
beyond the pale of ·reasoned discourse" 
and Will not be tolerated. 
Speaking personafr;. it will always be a 
matter of embarrassment and shame for 
me to recall that people who are my class-
mates and friends were subjected to such 
unfair treatment whl.le I was a student 
here. More generally. I suggest that our 
collective claim to hav1ng attended an In-
stitution that actually upholds the high 
principles referred to ad nausewn In Its 
official rhetoric ls dependent on how we 
respond to this situation. Either we do 
something, or we shall be forced to admit 
that justice is nothing more than power, 
either exercised solely for the benefit of 
those who have It - or unexercised to the 
detriment of those who do not. 
Steven Pick (3L) 
skin Is discolored, swabbed with a steriliz-
Ing film of Iodine. But a good surgeon will 
introduce herself to the patient before the 
operation, to desclibe the procedure at a 
useful level of detail, and to answer the 
patient's questions. Moreover, this good 
surgeon will visit the patient afterward in 
the recovery room. She visits not just to tell 
the patient what an extraordinarily fine job 
she did. or to present her bill. Her bedside 
manner is more than just a set of psycho-
logical techniques. She visits her patient 
because she knows he will heal faster for 
hav1ng felt her concern as well as her knife. 
A good surgeon works equally well with the 
patient as the object of an operation, and as 
a fellow human being. 
In our discussions of rape, the v1ctlm 
was depersonalized. She was frozen by 
fear. All parts of her life except the events 
surrounding the rape were hidden from 
v1ew. Even the rape, and her thoughts 
about it, were seen through the eyes of the 
judges. The analogy to an operation was 
complete, except that sadly, we seem to 
have made almost no contact with rape 
victims at a human level. 
I'm not suggesting Professor Westen 
should have arranged for a guest speaker, 
either v1ctim or rapist. I'm glad he decided 
to discuss rape. and I hope he does so with 
future classes. I think many teachers would 
not make the preparations or take the risk. 
It's easter to just avoid the topic. 
But the topic of rape should not be 
avoided. Underlying attitudes are impor-
tant. Judges and prosecutors, for Instance, 
have enormous discretion. And sexual 
harassment Is a potential danger anywhere 
men and women work together. Law school 
may be our last chance to consider at 
length with a hundred other people just 
how men and women perceive the world 
differently, and what to ao abOut it. I'm 
talking about specific suggestions as well 
as thelr philosophical underpinnings. For 
Instance, a man who walks behind a woman 
on a dark lonely street should reaJJze this 
might frlghten her. and should cross the 
street. 
It's true that some Intellectual dis-
tance Is necessary to fashion, compare, 
and apply legal tools. I see why we needed 
a spectrum of hypotheticals In class, for 
Instance, even though many of them were 
unrealistic. At the end of our class discus-
s ion, a carefully chosen and discussed set 
of hypotheticals illustrated a · moral con-
tinuum· with the fiercest forms ofv1olent 
rape at one end. legal but constrictive 
behav1or at the other, and a large gray 
range In between. This moral continuum 
showed clearly that drawing lines Is part of 
Law. Taking an Intellectual approach helps 
us see where the llnes are drawn, and why. 
Also, I think It's true that lawyers who get 
too emotionally Involved In their clients' 
llves make bad judgments and "burn out• 
faster. 
But I was happy nonetheless when (to 
carry the analogy through) some of the 
potential "patients· sat strongly up in the 
middle of the Intellectual ·operation· and 
firmly reminded us that we were talking 
about peoples' llves. not just about Inter-
esting ideas. What good are the Intellectual 
tools If they don't help people live better? In 
this case, better lives begin with empathy 
for rape victims. I wish there had been 
some readings from a rape crisis center 
training manual. for Instance, or serious 
classroom discussion of the most common 
forms of rape (we skipped the material on 
See SURGERY, Page Five 
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Visting Professor Speaks Out on 
By Clinton Elliot 
At a time when economic and military might often 
shape contemporary geopolitics. nations exchange accu-
sations about state- sponsored terrorism, and small coun-
tries like Kuwait collapse beneath the weight of alienated 
aggression. the Idea that International justice Is gaining 
ground Is a bit of a tall order for most people to swallow. 
Yet. when Plerre-Marte Dupuy speculates on the 
future of International jurisprudence and the vitality of 
Institutions such as the International Court of Justice 
OCJl. a body of the United Nations, he displays a carefully-
proportioned European opUmJsm that recognizes the dif-
ficulties of maintaining such a system against this world 
context. 
A visiting professor from the University of Paris teach-
Ing a six-week seminar on the ICJ. Dupuy Is particularly 
well-prepared to discuss the Institutional and political 
framework of international justice. He sees It as operating 
against a background of improved US-Soviet relations and 
the startling unity of international opinion and action 
against Iraq's Invasion of Kuwait. Dupuy senses that the 
current international climate is a propitious opportunity 
for strengthening the role of the ICJ and the rule oflaw In 
conflicts between states. 
·one Is truly Impressed by the Increasing number of 
cases actually pending before the Court.· Dupuy said. He 
noted that as many as nine cases were currently before the 
ICJ. "'There were years durtng which the average was only 
one or two cases a year. States are beginning to realize that 
the Court has proved itself able to adapt Its method of 
rendertngjustlce to the simultaneous evolution oflntema-
tlonal law and relations,· he added. However, as with 
several other multinational Institutions that have been 
democratized and politically energized by the member-
ship of many African, Asian, and Latln American colonies 
turned countries, the ICJ Increasingly has been perceived 
and criticized as excessively political. Dupuy said. 
"Much of this criticism is not completely false,· Dupuy 
said. "Major political trends Inside the Court can explain 
why It has decided to accept jurisdiction In matters such 
as the U.S. -Nicaragua case," he continued, referrtng to 
the 1986 case where the U.S. was found guilty of violating 
interna tionallawbyminlngNicaragua·s harborsaspartof 
the Reagan adminis tration's anti-Sandinlsta campaign. 
"'There were good technical reasons for declining 
Jurisdiction In this case. But the Court decided to accept 
jurisdiction partly for poli tical reasons. Although It can be 
criticiZed from that point of view. it Is also a very rich 
judgment and has proved very useful for the evolution and 
content of general rules concerning the use of force in the 
conte..xt of International law,· Dupuy said. 
In light of the dis integration of the once-formidable 
Warsaw Pact and the consequent end to the partition of 
the world into antagonistic blocs. Dupuy believes that the 
United Nations (UN) can finally make a decisive contribu-
tion to world-wide stability and set the stage for the 
The Week at a Glance 
Wednesday, October 17 
The Environmental Law Society 
conducts a bake sale from 8:00a.m. to 2 
p.m. outside HonigmanAuditorium (Room 
100 Hutchins Hall). 
Sign-ups for Softball, Croquet on the 
Quad, and the 5-K Charity Run will take 
place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside 
Honigman Auditorium (Room 100 Hutch-
ins Hall). The Softball Tournament will be 
on Sunday, October 21 , Croquet on Fri-
day, October 19, and the run on Friday, 
November 2. All three events are spon-
sored by the LSSS Sports Committee. 
The ffispanic Law Students Associa-
tion and the Black Law Students 
Association will sponsor an address by 
Eddie J uarez on public defense work, in 
Room 232 Hutchins Hall at 1 p.m. 
The Black Law Students Association 
will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in Room 116 
Hutchins Hall. 
The third episode of "Eyes on the 
Prize" II will be shown at 6:30p.m. in the 
Lawyers Club Lounge. The remaining epi-
sodes of the PBS series will be shown on 
Wednesday nights this fall. 
The lntex:national Law Society pres-
ents a panel discussion on legal study and 
work abroad, featuring several students 
with overse le al eriences. Th anel 
convenes at 6:30p.m. in the Lawyers Club 
Lounge, and refreshments will be served. 
Thursday. October 18 
Sign-ups for Softball, Croquet on the 
Quad, and the 5-K Charity Run will take 
place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside Honig-
manAuditorium (Room 100 Hutchins Hall). 
The Softball Tournament will be on Sunday, 
October21, Croquet on Friday, October 19. 
and the run on Friday. November 2. All 
three events are sponsored by the LSSS 
Sports Committee. 
Professor Henry Schermers, a member 
of the European Human Rights Commis-
sion, will speak at 3:30 p.m. in Room 250 
Hutchins Hall. His address is sponsored by 
the International Law Society. 
Lesbian Gay Law Students (LGLS) will 
hold a meeting at 5 p.m. in their office on the 
third floor of the "White House." The White 
House is south of Hutchins Hall next to the 
staff parking lot. and faces State Street. ... 
The Christian Law Students will meet 
in the Cook Room, N Section of the Lawyers 
Club, for an hour of fellowship at 5 p.m. 
The Law School and the International 
Law Society will hold an informational 
meeting on the Phillip C. Jessup Interna-
tional Law Moot Court Competition at 5 
p.m. in Room 138 Hutchins Hall. Infor-
mation on the case will be distributed at 
that time. Those unable to attend may 
contact Diane Lamon (3L) by pendaflex. 
The Health Law Society will sponsor 
a career panel at 6 p.m. in Room 220 
Hutchins Hall. 
The Environmental Law Society will 
hold a gen eral meeting at 8 p.m. in Room 
250 Hutchins Hall. 
Monday, October 22 . 
The Law School Student Senate 
meets at 6 :30 p .m. in the Library 
Seminar Room. 
Participants must register for the 
Jessup International Law Moot Court 
Competition by 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, October 23 
The Campbell Moot Court Competi-
tion will present Fred Bell, who will talk 
about oral advocacy at 5 p.m. in Room 
250. 
Announcement. or personal notes may be turned in to The Res Gestae's pendaflex (300 Hutchins Ball) by 
noon Monday for publication the following Wednesday. Recognized student organizations in good standing 
with the RG may place announcements of upcoming events or meetings free of charge. Individuals may place 
personal notes for 60¢ for the first 25 words, and 25¢ for each additional lO words. Remittance must be 
submitted with your ad. 
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the Role of International Institutions 
aunting challenges of the 1990's and beyond. 
"'The biggest challenge In the next decade Is to find a 
way for the northern industrialized countries to undertake 
a major effort of economic cooperation with the less-
developed countries,· Dupuy said. lhe GulfCrlsls will be 
a real test. If the UN can succeed in reestablishing peace 
in the Middle East (including Lebanon and the Occupied 
Terrltories). then we could have good reason to think that 
progress can be made in other areas of the world,· he 
added. 
Indeed, despite his abiding commitment to lnterna-
Uonaljurisprudence. Dupuy believes that a rule-orlented. 
aw abiding approach to International relations will not 
supplant power-oriented, ad hoc tendencies until eco-
nomic prosperlty and higher standards of living are more 
equally distributed throughout the world and all nations 
reallze the.ir fundamental ecological and political Interde-
pendence. 
In Europe, this approach Is manifesting Itself In the 
mpending economic and political Integration of the 12-
member European Commun1ty (EC). While a great deal 
as been said and written about the 1992 timetable for the 
radication of Internal economic barrlers, far less atten-
ion has been devoted to the striking surrender of sover-
eignty that such an act requires, or the more astonishing 
triumph over historic antagonisms and an.x.ieties between 
European nations. 
"As a Frenchman I am really In favor of German 
unification. I am not anxious about It at all. There are 
many reasons for this altitude. but that is because I think 
Gem1an reunification comes ala time when the European 
Community's integration has entered a new phase.· Dupuy 
said. lhere Is a new dynamic." 
"It is ve1y important to underline that there lc; also a 
process of political integr<llion takln~ place. On (the 
western] side of the AtlantiC, one should not see this 
phenomenon as havin[.( too much simllarlty with the 
federal structure of the United Stales,· Dupuy said. "The 
(sociological and historical backgrounds] of the two conti-
nents are very diiTerent the democratic and political 
values are the same, but the history Is so different." 
"From a general point of view, except for the monetary 
position, nationalism is over Nationalism has cost so 
much. Amerlca seems like a very nationalistic country. 
but it is a much younger country. Europe Is, perhaps, 
trying to prove that It Is able to understand and learn from 
the big errors of the past.· 
Paradoxically. just at the time when. according to 
MacKinnon 
Continued from Page One 
rapist to say he was stupid or Insensitive. 
MacKinnon agreed that the man probably was. "Post-
revolutionary crlmes may look like felonious stupidity and 
crtrnlnal insens itivity." she said. 
MacKinnon said she didn't think the defenses could 
stand up to her equal protection thinking. She said the 
court would be adopting the point of view of the ·reason-
able rapist.· "Rape Is not like other crlmes, • she said, 
because the "whole situation Is totally gendered. • 
MacKinnon was also asked to comment on the recent 
controversy about Robert Maplethorpe's photography. 
She said she had three problems with it. First. s he said 
there had been no discussion about the use of chlldren In 
the photographs. ChJid pornography Is the one area of 
obscenity law which looks to the harm. However. she 
thought that current doctrine might not be adequate since 
It requires a "lewd" display of the child's genitals. Second, 
she was concerned about the racism In the photographs. 
Thtrd. she was concerned about the homophobia apparent 
In the photographs. She said the photographs may 
promote a self-hating sex within the gay commmunity. 
Dupuy, the world is becoming :m~tipolar with shifting 
alliances and changing prlorltles. the United States does 
not seem to have adjusted to the new situation and 
appears to be an oversiZed military superpower ln an 
economically tripolar and politically multipolar world. 
"What wonies me about the Amerlcan attitude in the 
Gulf Crlsis Is that President Bush seems to be saying that 
the free world Is enlarging now because of the evolution of 
eastern Europe. and that the U.S. has been the leader of 
the free world until now and this situation must continue, 
even though the free world Is much larger.· Dupuy said. 
"I think that U1is is a danger. It is a good thing that the 
U.S. will not have the burden of so many world-wide 
responsibilities any more. This is a very positive financial 
and psychological development and should allow for the 
redeployment of Amerlcan resources to solve some of the 
social problems here in the United States.· he said. ·we 
are all trying to anticipate the new world order. · 
Still. however, Dupuy recognizes that International 
perceptions and stereotypes stem from valid observation 
as much as speculation. Indeed, academic exchanges of 
the type that brought him here to Michigan can, in his 
view. enrich both the scholar and the community and 
should form the basis of essential contacts ln the future. 
"All my education is derlved from the Cartesian ap-
proach. French people are very often seen here as being 
a bit intellectually arrogant. They must really fight against 
this tendency ln themselves,· Dupuy said. "1llere Is no 
reason for French intellectuals to be arrogant. There Is a 
great deal that they can learn from others. The Cartesian 
approach is useful, perhaps effective, but It is only one 
approach among many.· 
New Faculty Appointment 
Ted Shaw will join the law school faculty next semester, teaching Civil Procedure. Before 
coming to Mich!gan. he worked for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. His last assignment with the 
Inc. Fund has been to establish its Los Angeles office. 
Surgery 
Continued From Page Three 
marl tal rape). or a reading from a vJctlm's point of view 
about how the rape changed her life. It's not enough that 
some of these concerns were addressed In the assigned 
reading. They deserve discussion in class. 
Some people argue that law school classrooms are 
places for learning techniques of legal reasoning. not 
forums for sociological or psychological or emotional dis-
cussions that have nothing to do with the bar exam or 
billable hours. But if we're going to err In s triking a balance 
between intellectual objectivity and empathy. It should be 
on the empathy side. The overwhelming force of the legal 
system is toward depersonalization. For instance, people 
play assigned roles: "Plainti1T," "Accused," even "People". 
Likewise. we are firm about lgnorlng even true and honest 
events. feelings. and descriptions. But "lrre.levant" or 
"inadmJsslble" a re not the same as "unimportant". Some 
depersonalizallon Is necessary for the system to work. but 
that doesn't mean we can humanely Ignore the bad effects 
of our cholces. And rape Is pervasiVe. Male or female. you 
can't get away from It by gotng into corporate law or 
environmental law or anythlng-that's-not-crlminallaw. 
I want to thank the people who spoke. ln class and out. 
I think It may be some time before I realiZe fully how the 
discussion of rape affected me. But I do know that my view 
oflaw has changed again. Now I see Law as an equivalent 
of surgical tools and techniques. Lawyers operate on 
peoples' lives. Or decide not to. 
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For Students interested in such things when making their course selections, we are 
reprinting last semester's grades .. . 
Winter Semester, 1990 Grading 
~ Profestor Av& A+ A B+ B C+ c D+ D E 
Ctvil Procedure Fliedman 3.079 2% 13% 22% 30% 27% 5% 0% 0% 0% 
Contracts Soper 3.027 0% 15% 22% 31% 20% 11% 0% OOAI 0% 
Contracts Westen 3.088 3% 15% 26% 24% 22% 8% 0% 2% 0% 
Con Law Pildes 3.036 2% 13% 23% 25% 28% 7% 00...6 2% OOAI 
Con Law Sandalow 2.871 30,.t, 7% 27% 21% 19% 13% 7% 2% 0% 
Lawyers & Clients (sec 1) Pepe 3 .204 0% 23% 23% 27% 27% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Lawyers & Clients (sec 2) Pepe 3.150 0% 20% 25% 25% 25% 5% OOA> 00...6 0% 
Lawyers & Clients Borgsdorf 3.225 5% 9% 36% 32% 14% 5% OOAI 0% 00/o 
Property Kauper 2.994 1% 11% 25% 25% 27% 100A> 1% 0% 0% 
Property Simpson 3.097 1% 15% 24% 33% 2 1% 4% 1% 1% 0% 
Property Schneider 3 .114 3% 17% 25% 23% 23% 9% 1% 0% 0% 
Public Law A1einikoff 3.119 1% 18% 23% 32% 14% 12% 0% 0% 0% 
Torts (sec 1) Eisenberg 3 .052 1% 12% 25% 30% 22% 10% 0% 00...6 0% 
Torts (sec 2) Eisenberg 3 .021 1% 12% 25% 25% 24% 12% OOA> 0% 0% 
Evidence Workshop Gross 3 .786 00...6 57% 43% 0% OOAI 00...6 0% 0% 0% 
Advanced Antitrust Kauper 3.108 OOA> 19% 22% 33% 15% 11% 00...6 0% 0% 
Advanced Legal Research Leary 3.22 1 00...6 24% 24% 29% 19% 5% 0% 0% 0% 
Bankruptcy JJ White 3. 146 3% 19% 22% 300/o 16% 11% OOA> 0% 0% 
Blood Feuds Miller 3 .293 OOA> 26% 19% 44% 11% 0% 0% 00/o 0% 
Civil Procedure I1 Syverud 3.112 4% 13% 24% 28% 25% 7% OOA> 0% 0% 
Comm Trans Laycock 2.927 5% 18% 15% 30% 13% 6% 5% 3% 5% 
Corp Finance Bradley 3.365 3% 23% 33% 34% 5% 4% 0% 0% 0% 
Crtm Appellate Prac J ordan 3.667 OOA> 500...6 42% 0% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Crtm Proc Israel 3 .187 5% 19% 30% 16% 21% 7% 00/o 2% 0% 
Crtm Proc Survey Israel 3 .195 3% 17% 26% 34% 13% 4% 3% OOA> OOA> 
· Employment Dtscrtm St. Antoine 3 .196 5% 18% 23% 300A> 17% 6% 2% 0% OOAI 
English Legal History Simpson 3.236 4% 17% 27% 31% 15% 6% 0% 0% 00...6 
E. O. L. Katz 3.320 3% 27% 26% 27% 10% 7% 00/o 00...6 0% 
E.O. Seligman 3.274 0% 13% 41% 36% 10% 1% 0% 0% 0% 
Entertainmen t Contracts Litman 4.100 40% 40% 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Environmental Law Krier 3 .5 18 2% 400A> 29% 26% 0% 0% 3% 00...6 00...6 
Evidence Lempert 3. 197 1% 18% 28% 300A> 18% 3% 1% 0% 00...6 
Fam.Uy Law Chambers 3 .250 2% 19% 28% 32% 16% 4% 0% 0% 0% 
Fed Antitrust Friedman 3.473 0% 28% 39% 33% 0% 0% 00/o 00/o 0% 
Fed Envir. Law Survey VanPutten 3.061 3% 14% 28% 3 1% 14% 3% 6% 00/o 3% 
FirSt Amendment Kamisar 3 .198 2% 21% 22% 29% 18% 6% 1% 0% OOA> 
Gov't & Bus. in W. Eur. Adams 3.492 0% 33% 37% 26% 5% OOA> OOA> 0% OOAI 
Health Law Payton 3 .859 14% 59% 17% 7% 3% OOA> 0% 00/o 00...6 
Ins. Law Syverud 3.187 1% 20% 23% 32% 19% 5% 0% OOA> 0% 
Int'l Finance Fox 3 .341 00...6 18% 32% 500...6 OOA> 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Int'l Law Jackson 3.12 1 2% 19% 18% 33% 19% 5% 4% OOA> 00...6 
Juries Ellsworth 3.159 2% 17% 22% 34% 17% 7% 0% 0% 0% 
JurtsdJction Cooper 3.145 2% 20% 17% 42% 15% 2% 0% 0% 2% 
JurtsdicUon Reimann 3 .007 2% 14% 21% 27% 20% 13% 1% 1% 0% 
Labor St. Antoine 3 .14 1 4% 18% 23% 25% 22% 9% 0% 00...6 0% 
Lawyer as Negotiator JJ White 3.1 15 0% 19% 15% 35% 3 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Legal PhUosophy Soper 3 .245 2% 20% 24% 40% 9% 6% 0% 0% 0% 
Partnership Tax Kahn 3 .439 22% 33% 22% 0% 0% 11% 0% 11% 0% 
Securttles Reg Seligman 3.203 0% 11% 38% 38% 9% 2% 0% 0% 1% 
Tax I P. White 3.223 0% 26% 25% 24% 17% 7% 0% 1% 0% 
Taxll Kahn 3.103 7% 12% 19% 43% 7% 7% 2% 0% 2% 
Tradmarks Litman 3 .492 0% 33% 37% 26% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Trusts & Estates I P. Wh.lte 3.092 3% 23% 21% 26% 13% 10% 3% 0% 3% 
Welfare Law Lehman 3.178 2% 22% 21% 28% 24% 3% 2% 00...6 0% 
Business Combinations Moscow 3.795 12% 35% 53% 00...6 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
European Legal History Reimann 3.688 13% 25% 50% 13% 0% 0% 0% 00...6 0% 
Framing Facts Scheppele 3.375 0% 25% 25% 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Garbage Kreler 3 .667 0% 33% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Hist of Dem Thought PUdes 3.504 00...6 29% 43% 29% 0% 0% 00...6 00...6 0% 
Int'l Trade Seminar Jackson 3.500 0% 0% 100% 00...6 0% 0% 00...6 00...6 OOA> 
Law & Culture Bollinger 4.000 00...6 1000...6 0% 0% 00...6 0% 0% 0% OOAI 
Law & Morality L. Katz 3.634 7% 27% 53% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Legal Anthropology Miller 3.500 0% 25% 50% 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Liberalism & Its Critics Herzog 3.497 0% 33% 33% 33% 0% 0% 00/o 00/o OOA> 
Pluralism in America Sandal ow 4.000 25% 50% 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 00...6 
Religious Liberty Laycock 3.959 25% 42% 33% 00/o 0% 0% 00...6 00...6 0% 
Roman Law Frier 3.705 8% 33% 50% 8% 0% 0% 00...6 0% 0% 
Civil Rights Utigation J. Chambers 3.773 15% 46% 15% 23% 00...6 0% 00/o 0% 0% 
Sports Law Seminar Pooley 3 .917 17% 50% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 00...6 
Symbolic Logic & Law Allen 3.500 13% 25% 13% 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% OOA> 
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Georgia Tech skyrockets with a 
win against a credible opponent. 
Nebraska is still waiting. 
,'' I 
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. Continued from Page Eight · 
Iowa at Michigan 
Michigan fights to stay above .500. I 
hope It was State's offense and not just M's 
defense last week, or this could get scary. 
M's air attack willlosen things up and the 
offense will score. I hope It's enough. 
M 38 Iowa 24 
State at illinois 
Two overachelving quarterbacks, but 
the Illinois defense Is the cream of the Big 
10. A good game. but State will bow out of 
the race for the Rose Bowl here. 
Illinois 27 State 14 
Ohi:> State at Purdue 
Purdue will score more points at home 
than they did at Illinois, but the Big 10 has 
2 divisions and Purdue is In the bottom 
division. 
Ohio State 34 Purdue 14 
Wisconsin at Northwestern 
Here Dave, send "the officiating crew" 
here! 
Wisconsin 24 Northwestern 17 
Indiana at Minnesota 
If they look past Minnesota to Michl· 
gan, then Indiana's In trouble. 
Indiana 36 Minnesota 18 
Vuginia at Wake Forest · 
Why Is Nebraska getting so much abuse 
for their non-conference schedule? The 
line is Cavs by 27, a JX>int spread upset. 
Virginia 45 Wake Forest 20 
Do You Want A High Quality Legal Practice? 
Are You Interested in Litigation, Marketing, Labor, Antitrust, Oil 
& Gas, Environmental or Corporate Law? 
Does Preventive Law Advice Appeal to You? 
Are You Interested in the Interworkings of a 
Multinational Corporation? 
Can You Live Without Vying for Partnership, Client Development 
and Billable Hours? 
Then Take a Look at 
Exxon's Law Department. 
Interviewing Second and Third-Year Students On 
Wednesday, October 24. 
Direct your Questions to Pamela Kavieff at (713) 656-4201. Call Collect. 
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Refs Deserve a Break - From the Big Games 
By Chip Cox 
Like many of the rest of you, I was disgusted last week 
at the gutless. chicken-hearted. incompetent. whistle-
swallowing, (qulck. more adjectives) no-call that all but 
sealed Mlchlgan's national title hopes. But, for me, even 
worse than the disgusting effort of the officials is the 
disgusting attitude of those who say that a good team 
doesn't leave the decision in the hands of the officials. 
O'hls disgust excludes Coach Moeller. He Is a participant 
and participants have to say that they should not have left 
the game In the hands of the officials. It Is a basic rule of 
participation.) These people seem to con tend that if a team 
allows the game to stay close, they deserve what they get. 
Excuse me, but when did Michigan tell the Spartans 
that if they could just stay close until the final two 
minutes, State could statt tackling Wolverine receivers at 
the line of scrtmmage? Isn't It horse racing where they 
handicap the favorites? That sort of arrangement might be 
okay if Michigan were playing Northwestern or EMU; but 
Michigan State 1:; a good football team. And when they play 
Michigan, the Spartans traditionally play a little bit better 
(and certainly harder) than during the rest of the year. 
It Isn't as though Michigan was complaining about 
some trivial infraction, or a call early in the game that, 
while damaging, could have been overcome by a deter-
mined effort for the rest of the game. No, Michigan got 
screwed. And while officials make mistakes and everyone 
should look ahead to next week rather than dwelling on 
the past, don't tell me Michigan deserved to get screwed. 
••• 
I have always held out against a football playoff system 
in favor of the tradition of the bowls, but this year the polls 
are getting a bit stupid. They can no longer be relied on to 
serve as even an approxima te subs titute for a national 
playoff. For example: 
• Nebraska beats Missouri 69-21 and drops from 
2nd to 3rd while Miami beats the ever tenacious Kansas 
J ayhawks (at Miami) 34-0 and rises past Nebraska to 2nd. 
Why? 
• Virginia (6-0) will play Georgia Tech (5-0) for the 
ACC championship on November 3. If VIrginia Wins, they 
Will go on to play for the national title on New Year's Day. 
If Georgia Tech (#11) Wins, well, they win the ACC. Why? 
• Colorado, which tied Tennessee at a neutral cite 
(are you listening, Auburn?) and lost to Illinois at Cham-
paign, is currently about 10 places behind Tennessee and 
Auburn. Why? 
• Washington, whose only Joss Is to Colorado at 
Boulder. is about 10 spots behind Notre Dame and Miami. 
Why? 
• BYU received two first place votes the Sunday 
after their loss to Oregon. (Guys, at least read the scores 
before you ·,ote). Why? 
• (A' ·an-d observation) Notre Dame loses to Stan-
ford and fa. .rom# 1 to #8. Michigan loses to in-state rival 
Michigan State and falls from #1 to #10. That mus t be 
because Stanford is a better team than S tate. 
No, I've always thought that a playoff system Is a step 
in the wrong direction, but when Notre Dame jumps past 
Florida State on the stre'.1gth of a victory over Air Force, 
well something must be done. 
• • • 
This is incredible! I don't mean to dwell on whining 
about last week's game, but I just read that the offi cia ting 
crew that blew the call las t week Is the same crew tha t blew 
the Ohio State-Illinois game. Dave Parry, supervisor of 
officials for the Big 10, admitted the offi cials had missed 
the call. He said "hopefully they'd learn from it.· Dave, 
why can ·t they learn in Evanston? Dave Nelson, the NCAA 
representative for officials, Joked "at least they d idn't make 
the same mis take.· I think the problem might be With the 
people who are su pervising the officials. New rules: 1) 
when an officiating crew screws up big time, they receiVe 
assignments of lesser importance until their competence 
can be re-evaluated; 2) quit making Jokes about incompe-
tence that adversely affects a lot of athletes, coaches and 
others. 
• • • 
Last week I predicted that only 6 teams would remain 
unbeaten. I was wrong. There are nine unbeaten teams. 
and they're the wrong nine. Last week I was, uh, 5-6. b u t 
7-3-1 against the spread (31-17. 27-24-1 for the year 
respectively). Worst picks: Florida, Oklahoma, and Texas 
A & M. But I ha\'en 't been fired yet. and yes, it's too late 
now. 
Miami at Notre Dame 
The last of a series. Notre Dame has open dates, but 
won't schedule the Hurricanes. This should be some 
Incentive for Miami. The loser cannot win the national 
title. If Notre Dame thought Stanford had an offensive air 
show, well . . . maybe Notre Dame Will play BYU in the 
Holiday Bowl after all. 
Miami 45 Notre Dame 24 
Florida State at Auburn 
Bowden tries again for win 200. Auburn came back 
against Tennessee, but the Tigers Will be too far back for 
a comeback this week. 
Florida State 34 Auburn 27 
See COX, Page Seven 
Law in the Raw By Oana, Welsh & Wisotzkey 
To Sleep, Perchance to Pay 
The 5th U.S. Circult Court of Appeals on Sept. 20 
overturned a contempt Citation issued to Houston attor-
ney John O'Quinn for napping in an empty jury room 
during a break in a federal court trial last November. 
The panel held that U.S. District Judge David 
Hittner had abused !Us contempt powers with his deci-
sion In March to convict Mr. O'Quinn of criminal con-
tempt and sentence liim to 10 days in jail or a $500 fine 
with 60 hours of community service. Mr. O'Quinn never 
denied taking the nap but said he was unaware of Judge 
Hittner's prohibition. 
the stuffed deer, a five-point buck, was not al ive and did 
not meet the state definition of Wildlife. 
· New York Times 
Former Wife is Right! 
Fact that former husband murdered former Wife prior 
to entry of order as to division of property should not lake 
anything away from his share In view of statute governing 
disposition of property which states that court s hall divide 
marital property Without regard to marital misconduct. 
· In re Marrto.ge of Cihak, 416 N.E.2d 701 
(fhanks to Anthony Sheehan) 
· National Law Journal Freedom of Expression? 
The Buck Stops Here 
A decoy does not count as Wildlife, a Judge said as he 
reversed the convictions of two hunters who were ar-
rested by state game officers for shooting at a stuffed 
deer . 
Aaron J. Stlffey Sr. and J ames Wagner were ar-
rested Dec. 7, 1989, during buck hunting season and 
charged with shooting at the decoy from a vehicle on a 
public road, not weartng proper hunting clothes and 
having loaded firearms in their pickup truck. They were 
convicted by a magistrate and fined more than $500 
each. 
But a Westmoreland County Common Pleas Court 
judge, Richard E. McCormick Jr., ruled Wednesday on 
appeal that there was no evidence against Mr. Wagner. 
The judge overturned Mr. Stlffey's conviction because 
School officials raised a slink and handed a pair of 
smelly students three-day suspensions for eating too 
much garlic. 
Two high school Juniors, Intrigued by tales of garlic's 
power to cleanse blood and keep blood pressure dowrt, 
each munched half a head of garlic Wednesday night and 
three or four heads before school Thursday. One instruc-
tor told the boys to stop eating garlic at school; by third 
period they were sent to the office. School Board counsel 
Abbey Hairston said the suspensions are appropriate 
because there were ·complaints that those students were 
odoriferous.· 
· Pittsburgh Press 
Translation, please . .. 
What Utah Supreme Court Justice Gordon Hall wrote: 
"[She) should not be barred from relief by . .. her 
unwillingness to collide With the vehicle which caused the 
accident.· 
What we he meant: 
Recovery for hit-and-run does not require physical 
contact. 
Exactly wha t does the "hit" part mean in "hit-and-
run,· Gordon. buddy? 
· National Law Journal 
Free Enterprise '-s Dead, But Doesn't have 
Funeral Arrangements ! 
In a true blow to free enterprise, the Supreme Court 
has held that states may ban unsolicited door-to-door 
artd telephone sales of pre-arranged funerals. The West 
Virginia legisla ture, which apparently had quite enough 
of getting up from the dinner table to discuss the here-
after, banned such cold calls In 1983. National Funeral 
Services, Inc. took the case to the highest court-In the 
land, that Is . 
· Investment Vision 
Here's One for the Hornbook 
Last Wednesday a not-quite-awake student gave 
"cattle" as an example of chattel paper. The considera-
bly more awake professor replied: 
"'The first time a cow shits on your foot you'll realize 
that it's not an inta.'1gible. • 
J .J. White, Comm. 1Tans., 10/10/90 
Have you started tuning out your professors now 
that it's mid-October? WeU, start tuning in - UlR is 
looking for a jew good quotes! 
